
The Easydry system shows  
clients that the salon offers the 
highest standards of hygiene by 
guaranteeing a brand new towel 
for each and every appointment.

The client receives a towel of  
the same high quality every  
time. Frayed and tired- 
looking towels become a thing  
of the past.

Easydry towels are soft and gentle 
on the hair and scalp. Stylists blot 
or pat the hair dry with no need 
for rubbing. Drying hair with 
Easydry towels leaves it in perfect 
condition for the next treatment. 
The hair follicle has not been 
over-dried, tangled or damaged 
by the rubbing action of a  
cotton towel and the client  
feels comfortable.

Ending the waste of time spent 
laundering towels leaves more time 
for creative thinking on how to 
improve service and training to 
create a better client experience 
and a more profitable business.

Replacing old-style laundry  
systems with Easydry towels  
dramatically increases a salon’s 
environmental sustainability. 
Easydry has measured in detail 
the real, sustainable benefits  
that come with switching to  
its towel system in terms of water, 
power and carbon footprint.

Building a solid reputation for 
your salon takes time and hard 
work. Less time spent washing, 
folding and stacking towels 
means more time for your team 
to develop their skills. 

The Better Way to Dry

Easydry towels –  
better for your salon
Switching to the Easydry towel system fundamentally changes the focus 
of salon practice, bringing salon, stylists and management back to pure 
hairdressing. Salons that use Easydry have higher standards, more loyal 
clients and better profits.

What is Easydry? 
Easydry is a new-generation textile, an innovative and highly functional drying material that 
guarantees complete hygiene and environmental sustainability. Made from natural fibers, 
Easydry towels are the new alternative to outdated cotton towels and laundry systems.

What is the Easydry towel system? 
Having to launder hundreds of salon towels every week is a waste of time, energy and 
money. Easydry replaces these outdated salon towel systems. Used once only, with a brand 
new towel for each client every time, Easydry ends the headache of ensuring a constant 
supply of clean towels. 

Using Easydry 
towels improves 
salon standards
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Better for you, better for your business

Easydry 
drives salon 
profitability

Salons with higher standards and a  
better reputation attract more clients.

Easydry ends the worry of ever-rising electricity,  
gas and water bills, with a stable cost linked  
directly to client numbers. 

Salons that concentrate all their resources on hairdressing  
can offer more services and complete more treatments,  
increasing earnings.

Salons that offer accelerated training for junior stylists  
attract the best talent and make more money.

The Easydry towel system costs less than  
using and laundering cotton towels.

Easydry towels are available in many sizes, with  
smaller towels more suitable for shorter hair. Choosing  
the optimum towel size for each client cuts down on waste 
and cost.

Space is money. Switching to the Easydry system means  
you can reclaim the laundry area for profitable,  
revenue-generating space or better staff facilities. Front-of-
house or shelves that were used to stack towels can be turned 
into retail sales displays. 
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